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Abstract - Titanium carbide and titanium diboride were synthesized by self-propagating 
combustion reactions and densified by a high-speed forging technique, in which a hammer 
strikes the hot and porous ceramic (T - 2O0O0C) at velocities in the range 5 - 15 m/s. Compacts 
with densities higher than 96% of the theoretical density and diameters close to 10 cm were 
produced by this method. Optical and scanning electron microscopy of the consolidated material 
were carried out, revealing a grain size of approximately 44 pm for Tic  and 15 pm for TiB2; 
these grains were equiaxed, indicating that crystallization (or recrystallization) occurred after the 
densification process. The quasistatic and dynamic compressive strengths were established and 
compared to those of hot-pressed material produced by CERCOM. For TiB2, the strengths were 
approximately 1.8 GPa, while for Tic the quasistatic (109 S-') and dynamic (102 S-') strengths 
were 1.7 and 2.2 GPa, respectively. 

1. Introduction 

Reaction synthesis, combustion synthesis, or self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) is a 
relatively new method to produce ceramics and intermetallics that uses the highly exothermic reactions 
between constituent elements and/or compounds to propagate a reaction, once it is initiated. Figure 1 
shows the fundamental elements of a propagating reaction front. A porous mixture of A and B reacts, 
forming AxBy. The exothermic reaction generates heat at the rate governed by the kinetics of reaction. 
This heat is conducted away by the u~lreacted and reacted materials. The heats of reaction are typically 
103 J/g and the velocities of reaction range from 0.1 to 25 c d s .  Currently, research on combustion 
synthesis is carried out primarily in the Soviet Union, Japan, and U.S.A. In the Soviet Union, 
Merzhanov initiated in 1967 a major program, at the Soviet Institute of Chemical Physics and over 300 
different materials have been synthesized by this method /l/. In the U.S., Munir 121 and co-workers have 
carried out extensive investigations. The product of combustion reactions is most of the time highly 
porous and additional consolidation steps are required to produce fully densified material. At the U S. 
Army Ballistic Research Laboratory, Niiler and co-workers 131 have explosively consolidated titanium 
carbide and titanium diboride shortly (- 10 seconds) after the combustion reaction was completed. In the 
research program described herein the explosive compaction stage was replaced by dynamic compaction in 
a high-speed DYNAPAK forging machine. 

2. Experimental Techniques 

Elemental powders (titanium carbon, boron) and TiB2 were used with the following sizes: 
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Ti (c 44 pm), graphite (c 2 pm), boron (c 44 pm), TiB2 (c 44 pm). These powders were mixed in a ball 
mill for four hours. The following mixtures were prepared: 

Product 

A x B y  

I Heating Rate - 
10.000-100.000 u s  

Porous Medium 
(Reactants) 

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of combustion synthesis process and of the associated temperature 
profile. 

Safety 

Jacks 

SAFE 
POSITION FIRE 

a b 
Fig. 2 High-speed forging machine and its essential components; (a) loading position; @) firing position. 



1) Ti + 0.9C 
2) Ti + 2B + 22.5 wt% TiB2 
3) Ti -I- 0.9C + (1.5-20) wt% Ni 
4) Ti + 2B + 22.5 wt% TiB2 + 1.5 wt% Ni. 

These mixtures were uniaxially pressed into green compacts having a density of - 60% of the theoretical 
density. The green compacts were placed in a reactionlconsolidation fixture with proper lateral and bottom 
insulation, which was positioned in the lower die of a high-speed forging machine. Figure 2 shows the 
DYNAPAK machine, which consists of an upper punch driven by compressed nitrogen, impacting the 
specimen containment assembly at velocities ranging from 5 to 15 mls. The energy delivered by the 
machine is 25 kJ. Figure 2 shows two positions of the machine: (a) in the loading position and (b) at the 
moment of impact. 

The specimens were ignited by a rocket ignitor placed on loose powder on top of the green 
compact, as shown in Figure 3. After the reaction was completed (1 - 10 seconds) the upper die was 
activated and the specimen was compacted. The compact was then removed from the lower die and placed 
in a furnace at a temperature of 1200°C under argon atmosphere. The specimens were allowed to cool 
over a period of 24 hours. 

After cooling, the specimens were sliced by a diamond saw. Specimens for mechanical testing 
were cubic (Tic: 6 X 6 X 6 mm) or tetragonal (TiB2: 4 X 4 X 8 mm). Quasistatic compressive tests were 
carried out at IFAM using special compression plates with a self-alignment feature and using MoS2 as 
lubrication. Dynamic tests were performed using a drop hammer machine at IFAM and a compressional 
Hopkinson bar at UCSD. A resistive gage was attached to the side of specimen to record the strain, while 
the stress is given by the amplitude of the transmitted pulse, with the appropriate impedance correction. 

3. Results and Discussion 

Figure 4 shows two discoid specimens made by the SHSPC method. At first, profuse cracking 
was present (Fig. 4(a)), which was gradually reduced by improving thermal insulation and the rate of 
cooling of compacts. These cracks were primarily produced by thermal gradients in the specimens. For 
comparison purposes, hot pressed titanium carbide and titanium diboride were obtained from CERCOM, 
Vista, CA. Figure 5 shows the microstructure of SHSPC and HP titanium carbide. Both exhibit 
equiaxed grains, with the grain size of the SHSPC Tic being slightly larger (44 pm versus 30 pm). The 
porosity of the hot pressed Tic  is higher than the one of SHSIDC, in spite of the higher density of the 
latter (100% vs. 96%). This is ascribed to the presence of heavier elements (tungsten and iron) in the hot 
pressed Tic. Vecchio et al. 141, in a separate publication, analyze the composition of second phase 
particles in hot pressed Tic. 

TiB2 was combustion synthesized with the addition of 20 wt% of the inert phase. TiB2 powder 
was added to the reacting powders in order to decrease the overall temperature and reaction velocity. 
Figure 6(a) shows this material. A few microcracks can be seen in the microstructure, marked by arrows. 
The addition of 1.5 wt% Ni created a more favorable microstructure. In Figure qb)  this microstructure is 
shown. A thin nickel grain boundary layer is evident; the microcracks are absent. 

The addition of nickel to titanium carbide created a cermet. Experiments were conducted with 
additions of 20% (Fig. 7(a)) and 5% (Fig. 7(b)). The microstructure reveals some unique features which 
might lead to enhanced toughness. It consists of spheroidal Tic grains surrounded by a Ni-Ti alloy. Ni- 
Ti is known to undergo a reversible martensitic transformation, and the microstructures shown in Fig. 7 
could have very unique thermomechanical response. 

While the energy of the DYNAPAK machine was sufficient to densify Tic without the addition of 
nickel, for TiB2 the density achieved with the Ti + B + TiB2 mixture was approximately 88%. This 
decrease in maximum density is due to the presence of the inert phase, that reduces the maximum 
temperature of the synthesized product. Figure 8 shows how the addition of nickel and additional lateral 
confinement led to the increase in density. The highest densities achieved are 96%. 

Table I summarizes the principal results of mechanical tests. 
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Refractory 7 7 1  , Sheet Zirconia 

Ignition Felt 
Source 

\ 

Fig. 3 Specimen containment assembly. 

- &:l:;a Felt 

Fig. 4 Specimens made by SHSDC 
(a) early specimen with profuse cracking; 
(b) after crack reduction. 



a b 

Fig. 5 Scanning electron micrographs q;f (a) SHSDC and (b) hot-pressed titanium carbide. 

Fig. 6 Scanning electron micrographs of (a) SHSPC titanium diboride and (b) TiB2 + 1.5 wt% Ni. 
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b 

Fig. 7 Optical micrographs of (a) Tic + 20 wt% Ni and (b) Tic + 5 wt% Ni. 



Bulk Density (% Theoretid) 

Fig. 8 Densities achieved for TiB2 versus DYNAPAK energy. 

a b 

Fig. 9 Scanning electron micrographs of (a) TiB2 and (b) Tic fractured at high strain rates. 
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Table I Mechanical Properties (Compressive) of SHSPC Tic and T i 2 .  

~ I p t h  Quasi-static Dynamic 

Material (%Theoretical) o (GPa) E (MPa) o (GPa) E (hPa) 

The dynamic (- 102 S-l) compressive strength of TiB2 is slightly higher than the quasistatic one. This 
strength is less than one half of that of the hot-pressed product. The elastic modulus of the SHSPC TB2 
is only two-thirds of that of the hot-pressed material. These differences are due to the presence of voids 
(density: 87.5 - 90.4% TD) and microcracks in the SHSPC product. The SHSPC Tic showed dynamic 
compression srrength that was approximately 20% higher than the quasistatic one. For the material with - 96% TD, the quasistatic and dynamic strengths are - 1.7 and 2.1 GPa, respectively. 

The fracture surfaces were primarily transgranular for both TiB2 and Figure 9 shows typical 
dynamic fracture surfaces. The cleavage cracks, through the grains are evident. Two types of pores exist 
in TiB2. They are marked A and B in Figure 9. Type A voids are larger and are primarily at the grain 
boundaries and triple points. Smaller voids, with faceted sides due to the anisotropy of the surface 
energy, reside primarily at the grain interiors (arrow B). The transgranular nature of thefracture confms 
the observations by Vecchio et al. l31 that the grain boundaries are free of impurities and second phases. 
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